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Constant monitoring and regular maintenance
ensure safe operation of the Nord Stream Pipelines
during their lifetimes
Did Nord Stream receive permits for
operating the pipelines?
J-FP: As Nord Stream passes through the territorial waters and/or the Exclusive Economic Zones of Russia, Finland, Sweden, Denmark
and Germany, permits had to be obtained from
each of these five countries to allow construction. All permits to begin construction were
received by February 2010. The construction
permits from Finland and Sweden also included
permissionto operate the pipelines. In addition,
Nord Stream required operations permits,
licenses and related certificates from authorities
and certifying bodies in Denmark, Russia and
Germany. These were issued in late 2011.

Jean-François Plaziat,
Deputy Technical
Director Operations &
Maintenance,
Nord Stream

How long are the operations
permits valid?
J-FP: The operations permits are valid for the
lifetime of the pipelines. Nord Stream must manage the integrity of the pipelines according to
the DNV (Det Norske Veritas) standards set for
offshore pipelines, and to local and national regulations at the Russian and German landfalls.
Why is the Control Centre for the pipelines
in Switzerland and not at the landfall facilities in Germany or Russia?
J-FP: The technical operation of the pipelines
is remotely monitored and controlled. Because
Nord Stream is a Swiss company, the Control
Centre is based at the company headquarters
in Zug, Switzerland. Nord Stream also operates

landfall facilities in Russia and Germany where
the offshore pipelines tie into the onshore connecting pipelines.

Nord Stream operates the high pressure grid with
a team of highly experienced and qualified technicians and engineers.

What is the task of the operators in Zug?
J-FP: The operators in the Control Centre oversee and coordinate technical operations of the
pipelines. This means they are in constant
contact with the supplier of the gas as well as
the receivers to assess the flow on a daily
basis. Additionally, the operators monitor the
physical flow of the gas through the pipelines
to determine that everything is operating as
planned. They can also remotely open or shut
the pipeline valves with the push of a button
when necessary.
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Is there also a maintenance plan in place?
J-FP: Nord Stream has an Asset Management
Policy that details an extensive set of maintenance activities. The gas transport system relies on the availability of all its key components:
the twin pipelines, the control and monitoring
equipment installed in both landfalls, as well
as the equipment and systems installed in the
Control Centre. At both of the landfalls, regular maintenance, inspection, and testing covers
the pipeline safety, telecommunication, power supply, fire and gas detection, and security
systems, as well as the huge shut-down and
isolation valves.
Is there also an offshore repair plan?
J-FP: Repairs of the pipelines are not expected
to be necessary during Nord Stream’s minimum
operational lifespan of 50 years. In the unlikely
event of deformation or damage to the pipelines
caused by external factors, a detailed
repair plan has been developed.
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Nord Stream AG
Nord Stream AG is an international consortium of five major companies established for the planning,
construction and subsequent operation of two natural gas pipelines through the Baltic Sea. The
majority shareholder OAO Gazprom holds a 51 percent stake in the pipeline project. Leading
German energy companies Wintershall Holding GmbH and E.ON Ruhrgas AG hold 15.5 percent
each, and the Dutch natural gas infrastructure company N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie, along with the
leading French energy provider GDF SUEZ each hold a 9 percent stake. The combined experience
of these companies ensures the best technology, safety and corporate governance for this project,
which aims to provide a secure energy supply for the European Union (EU).
The Nord Stream Pipeline system through the Baltic Sea is the most direct connection between
the vast gas reserves in Russia and energy markets in the EU. When fully operational in 2012, the
twin pipelines, each 1,224 kilometres long, will have the capacity to transport a combined total of
55 billion cubic metres of gas a year – that is enough to satisfy the energy demand of more than
26 million European households. The European Parliament and Council designated the project as
being of “European interest.” This status is given to projects that strengthen markets and reinforce
security of supply.

Contacts
For more background information, visit our website at:
www.nord-stream.com
For specific questions, send your queries to:
contact@nord-stream.com
To subscribe to our newsletter, visit:
www.nord-stream.com/newsletter

Nord Stream AG
Grafenauweg 2
P.O. Box
CH-6304 Zug
Tel:
+ 41 41 766 91 91

receiving terminal, that the operating limits
are not exceeded. In the case that any safety
processes or parameters are violated, automatic safeguards will close the inlet valves. The
valves can only be reopened once the operating conditions have been restored. The design
pressure of the pipelines is 220 bar where
the gas enters the pipeline in Russia, and
approximately 177.5 bar at the end of the lines
in Germany. During operations of the pipelines,
the target pressure is about 100 bar. All safety systems fall under the responsibility of Nord
Stream. Operators at Nord Stream coordinate
gas transportation with upstream and downstream operators who also continuously
measure the various design parameters and
quality specifications at several locations on
both ends of the transportation system.
All process parameters are transmitted in
real-time via a telecommunications system
to the operators in the Control Centre in Zug.
Fire and gas detection equipment consisting
of an array of safety sensors, is installed at
strategic locations for the purposes of hydrocarbon gas detection as well as flame, smoke
and heat detection. The sensors are fine-tuned
so as to enable the identification of any irregularities before they become hazardous.

Operations and Maintenance

Russia

How is information about the integrity
of the pipelines and the gas transport
transmitted?
J-FP: The control system is connected via a dedi-cated cable and satellite connection to the
sensors and valve controls at both landfalls.
All process parameters are continually transmitted in real-time via the telecommunications
system to the operators in the Control Centre.
The systems on Nord Stream’s side also interface with the compressor station in Russia and
the receiving terminal in Germany to guarantee
that all parameters are met.

ord Stream’s operating staff monitors safety processes and parameters – such as pressure, temperature, flow rate and gas specifications
– associated with the transport nomination (the
delivery of a specified volume of gas over a
defined period of time). The systems on Nord
Stream’s side interface with the compressor
station in Russia and the receiving terminal in
Germany to guarantee that all para-meters are
met. In the event of the parameters approaching an operating limit, the operators ensure, via
timely communication and coordination with
the compressor station and the

Overseeing Operations
of the Offshore Pipeline

What is Nord Stream’s role as a
pipeline operator?
Jean-François Plaziat: As operator,
Nord Stream AG provides gas transportation
capacities via its two pipelines, which run from
Vyborg, Russia to Lubmin, Germany.

> The gas flowing through Nord Stream is remotely monitored
and controlled from a network of pipeline facilities in Switzerland,
Germany and Russia. The pipeline operators are in constant contact
with the gas supplier and receivers to assess the flow of gas.
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All Operations Are
Monitored from Zug

Continuous Monitoring
for Safe and Efficient
Pipeline Operation

Russia

To guarantee the reliability, availability and safety of the gas transportation system, the
Nord Stream Pipeline Asset Management Policy details an extensive set of maintenance
activities. The system relies on the availability of all key components: the pipelines, the control
and monitoring equipment installed at both landfalls, as well as the equipment and systems
installed in the Control Centre in Zug, and the Back-Up Control Centre.
At the landfalls, regular maintenance, inspection, and testing covers pipeline safety, telecommunication, power supply, fire and gas detection, and security systems, as well as the shut-down
and isolation valves.
The main offshore pipeline maintenance activities are related to monitoring its actual status in
comparison with the initial check, for example external and internal inspection. External inspection is to be carried out by survey vessels using remotely operated vehicles (ROV) for visual and
instrumental pipeline inspection.
Pigging, or internal inspection with intelligent Pipeline Inspection Gauges (PIGs), is used to detect
even minor changes in the condition of the pipeline. This interrnal inspection is due to take place
every few years to measure potential corrosion and mechanical defects, in addition to geographical coordinates indicating any pipeline movement compared with as-laid conditions. The intelligent PIGs are sent from the PIG launcher at the Russian landfall and travel with the gas flow to
the PIG receiver on the German side.

Operation of the
Nord Stream Pipeline
> Gas transported through the Baltic Sea via the Nord Stream
Pipeline system is constantly monitored by experts. From Zug,
Switzerland, the operators of the pipelines oversee all safety
processes and parameters associated with gas transport.
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ord Stream’s business model is
to provide gas transportation
capacity for the natural gas coming from Siberia for distribution
into the European gas grid.
The gas transportation system is comprised
of its twin, 1,224-kilometre pipelines through
the Baltic Sea. Each has the capacity to
transport 27.5 billion cubic metres (bcm) of
natural gas a year. The combined annual
capacity of 55 bcm is enough to meet the
energy demand of 26 million European
households. Nord Stream will meet almost
one-third of the European Union’s additional
gas import requirement by the year 2030.
The twin pipeline system is built to operate
for a period of at least 50 years. The operation of the Nord Stream Pipelines was permitted by all relevant national authorities in
the countries whose waters Nord Stream
crosses. Additionally, the complete design
and construction of the pipelines was certified by the independent Norwegian certification company Det Norske Veritas (DNV).

Nord Stream must also manage the operation of the pipelines according to DNV standards, and to local and national regulations at
the Russian and German landfalls.
As operator, Nord Stream AG offers gas
transportation capacities via its pipelines.
A contractual framework is in place to ensure
the transport of gas from the entry point of
the pipelines in Russia to the exit point in
Germany. There, the gas will be received by
the connecting pipelines OPAL (Baltic Sea
Pipeline Link) and NEL (North European
Gas Pipeline) for further transport into the
European grid.
Nord Stream also operates three pipeline
facilities: landfalls in Russia and Germany
where the offshore pipeline ties in to the onshore connecting pipelines; and a Control
Centre located at the company headquarters
in Zug, Switzerland – from where the pipelines are monitored and operated. A fully
independent communication system has
been duplicated at another location.

The Pipeline System Facilities
Landfall Facilities in Russia and Germany
The connections between the offshore pipeline and the onshore grids are called landfalls.
Landfall facilities cover the section of the pipelines between the waterline and the connecting
pipelines to the Gazprom Transgaz St. Petersburg operated Compressor Station Portovaya in
Russia, and the OPAL and NEL operated receiving terminal in Germany.
Equipment needed for the operation of the pipelines is located at the landfalls, including isolation
and emergency shut-down valves to separate the offshore from the onshore pipelines, as well
as a number of sensors to monitor all relevant parameters such as pressure, temperature, gas
quality and gas flow. For integrity management purposes, intelligent Pipeline Inspection Gauges
(PIGs) are sent every few years through the pipelines, propelled by gas flow. To launch and
remove the PIGs, PIG launchers (Russia) and PIG receivers (Germany) have been installed.

The Control Centre
The operation of the Nord Stream Pipeline system is remotely monitored and controlled from
the Control Centre in Switzerland. The operators in the Control Centre oversee and coordinate
technical operations of the pipeline system. This means they are in constant contact with the
supplier of the gas as well as the receivers to assess the flow of gas on a daily basis. The
operators also monitor the physical flow of the gas through the pipelines to determine that
everything is operating as planned.
The control system is connected via a dedicated cable and satellite connection to the sensors
and valve controls at both landfalls, enabling the operator to remotely monitor all parameters
of gas flow, and to open or shut the pipeline valves with the push of a button when necessary.
The Control Centre is equipped with a large video wall display and operator and engineering
workstations. The facility is manned 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. For added safety during
operations, a fully independent communication system is duplicated at a second location.

Compressor Station at Portovaya and Greifswald Receiving Terminal

Pipeline Repair
Pipeline repairs are not expected to be necessary during Nord Stream’s minimum operational
lifespan of 50 years owing to the high quality of the materials involved and the pipeline’s
conservative design. However, in the unlikely event of deformation or damage to the pipelines
caused by external factors, a pipeline repair plan has been developed, as part of the Nord Stream
Asset Management Policy.
A repair would require careful engineering and planning with the use of special equipment and
spares as well as mobilisation of suitable equipment and vessels. During a major repair it is most
probable that the gas flow rate would be significantly reduced or stopped. As part of its strategy
of preparedness for any repair operation, Nord Stream is also a member of the Pipeline Repair
System (PRS) Statoil pool. Through this membership, Nord Stream gains access to the repair
equipment owned by the PRS pool (including equipment needed for hyperbaric welding on
the seabed).
A repair service agreement with a major contractor is currently envisaged for the beginning of
the operational phase of both pipelines. This would provide – in the case of a necessary repair
operation – all the engineering, logistics, marine and construction work necessary to reinstate
normal operating conditions within the shortest possible timeframe, thus further contributing to
the already high level of safety and reliability of the pipelines.

In order to transport the gas over a distance of over 1,224 kilometres through the Baltic Sea,
a powerful compressor station is needed to build sufficient pressure. At full capacity, an inlet
pressure to the Nord Stream Pipelines of nearly 220 bar is required. The compressor station at
Portovaya, located upstream from the Russian landfall facility and managed and operated by
Gazprom Transgaz St. Petersburg, enables the transport of gas all the way to Germany without
interim compression.
At the compressor station, the gas is conditioned to the required specifications and then
compressed at the necessary pressure. Gas pressure and flow rate are controlled in the
compressor station control room. After compression, the gas is conveyed to the coolers, where it
is chilled to the required operating temperature. Before being fed into the Nord Stream Pipelines,
the gas enters a fiscal metering station, to confirm the contractually agreed flow rate and quality
as well as system pressure and temperature.
At the other end of the pipelines, the OPAL and NEL receiving terminal serves to adjust the
flow rate and pressure coming from Nord Stream in accordance with the operating design
conditions of the connecting OPAL and NEL pipelines. The facility is managed and operated
by OPAL and NEL, which distribute the gas into the European gas grid. At this facility, the gas
coming from the Nord Stream Pipeline system is also filtered and pre-heated prior to transport
through the downstream pipelines, or in the event of low ambient temperatures. The gas then
once again enters the two fiscal metering stations, before being conveyed to the OPAL and NEL
connecting pipelines.

Nord Stream Pipeline
Operations and Maintenance
> As operator, Nord Stream AG provides gas transportation
capacities via its twin pipelines, which run from Vyborg,
Russia to Lubmin, Germany. The operation of the twin pipelines
is overseen and coordinated from the company headquarters
in Zug, Switzerland.
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p to 55 billion cubic metres of
gas can be transported annually
through Nord Stream’s twin 1,224
kilometre pipelines. Line 1 became
operational in November 2011, and Line 2 will
be on stream by the last quarter of 2012. Nord
Stream operates three pipeline facilities: landfalls in Russia and Germany where the offshore pipelines tie into the onshore connecting pipelines, and a Control Centre in Switzerland, from where the pipelines are monitored
and operated. Equipment needed for the
operation of the pipelines is located at the
landfalls, including isolation and emergency

External and Internal Inspection
To guarantee the reliability and safety of the pipelines, they are inspected both externally and internally. These inspections
will take place every few years. Soon after completion of Line 1, external and internal inspection took place to provide the
baseline data necessary for subsequent inspections.
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ROV

A remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) fitted with sensors
and instruments including
cameras transmits information
from the seabed directly to
the survey vessel.

shut-down valves to separate the offshore and
onshore pipelines, as well as a number of sensors to monitor parameters, such as pressure, temperature, gas quality and flow. Regular maintenance, inspection, and testing also
take place at the landfalls. Offshore, the pipelines periodically undergo external and internal inspections. The operation of the pipelines
is remotely monitored from the Control Centre
365 days a year, around the clock. The operators are in constant contact with the supplier
of gas and the receivers to assess the flow
of gas on a daily basis and to ensure that the
pipelines are operating as planned.

PIG

A pipeline inspection
gauge (PIG) fitted with
sensors is used to monitor
the inside diameter of the
pipelines. It can detect
even minor irregularities.
Satellite Uplink
A satellite uplink enables operators at
the Control Centre to remotely monitor
all parameters of gas flow through
Nord Stream.

Survey Vessel
Visual external inspection of
the pipelines is carried out by a
survey vessel using a ROV.

Line 1 and Line 2

Pigging

Line 1 of the Nord Stream
Pipeline system has been
operational since November
2011. Line 2 will be
operational in the last
quarter of 2012.

Internal inspection of the pipelines
is performed by PIGs. They are
sent from the launcher at the
Russian landfall and travel with
the gas flow to the PIG receiver at
the German landfall.
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Finland
Gryazovets-Vyborg Pipeline
Each of the pipelines has the capacity
to transport 27.5 billion cubic metres of
gas a year.
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Landfall Facility, Germany
Arriving from offshore in the Bay of Griefswald,
Nord Stream’s pipelines reach land in Lubmin.
When gas arrives here, it is cleaned of potential
impurities in special filters, and heated to
prevent condensation. At the landfall,
incoming and outgoing gas streams are
also checked for quality, subjected to
official measurement, and adjusted
in terms of pressure and volume
before being transported further
through OPAL and NEL.

The natural gas that will flow into the
Nord Stream Pipelines travels from Siberia
through this 917-kilometre pipeline.

Nord Stream Twin Pipelines
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Russia
NEL Connecting Pipeline
NEL (North European Gas Pipeline) is
440 kilometres long and has a transport
capacity of 20 billion cubic metres.
OPAL Connecting Pipeline
OPAL (Baltic Sea Pipeline Link)
is 470 kilometres long and has
a transport capacity of 35 billion
cubic metres.
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Landfall Facility, Russia
At the Russian landfall facility, in Portovaya Bay near Vyborg, the powerful Portovaya
Compressor Station builds the pressure needed to transport gas through Nord Stream.
It is managed and operated by Gazprom. The station enables the secure transmission of
gas via Nord Stream all the way to Germany without interim compression.

Control Centre, Switzerland

France

The operation of the pipelines is overseen from the Control
Centre at the Nord Stream headquarters in Zug. Operators
are in constant contact with the supplier of the gas as well as
the receivers to assess the flow of gas on a daily basis. The
control system is linked via a dedicated cable and satellite
connection to the sensors and valve controls at both landfalls,
enabling the operators to monitor all parameters of gas flow.
Cable Connection
A dedicated cable connection
enables operators at the Control
Centre to remotely monitor all
parameters of gas flow through
Nord Stream.

Zug
switzerland

The Control Centre is equipped with a large video wall
display, as well as operator and engineering work stations.
The operators not only monitor the gas flow from here, but
also can open or shut the pipeline valves with the push of
a button when necessary. The facility is manned 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year.
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